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Crescent Moon Publishing, United Kingdom, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 274 x 208 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. INSTALLATION ART IN CLOSE-UP A huge array of
contemporary artists are studied and illustrated in this new book on installation and environmental
art, including: Andy Goldsworthy, Mark Rothko, Barnett Newman, David Nash, Richard Long,
Hamish Fulton, Hans Haacke, Wolfgang Laib, Joseph Beuys, Ad Reinhardt, Louise Nevelson, Tony
Cragg, Cornelia Parker, Rebecca Horn, Constantin Brancusi, James Turrell, Donald Judd, Christo,
Robert Morris, Lawrence Weiner, Robert Irwin, Jannis Kounellis, Donna Dennis, Ian Hamilton Finlay,
Alan Sonfist, Alice Aycock, Mary Miss, Nancy Holt, Walter de Maria, Dennis Oppenheim, Jackie
Winsor, Richard Serra, Carl Andre, Frank Stella, Robert Ryman, Robert Smithson, Dan Flavin, Eva
Hesse, Sol LeWitt, and Barbara Kruger. This is a book of rows of steel cubes, lightning fields,
galleries of soil and horses, leaf sculptures, entropy, earthworks, floor-to-ceiling slogans, snow
circles, floor spreads, mapworks, walks, reshaped volcanoes, birds in space, fluorescent lamps, TV
monitors, mirrors, interior lakes, wrapped buildings, spiral jetties, underground labyrinths, stellar
observatories, steam pieces, gardens, embankments, holes, concrete poetry, slate stacks, artificial
rivers, and stoves. An installation is the management of a whole space or environment - floor,...
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Reviews
This sort of book is almost everything and helped me looking in advance and much more. Yes, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting
literature. Its been written in an extremely simple way which is simply right a er i finished reading this publication through which in fact altered me, alter
the way i really believe.
-- Liz eth Witting
A really amazing pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. This really is for anyone who statte there was not a worth reading through. Your daily life span is
going to be transform when you comprehensive looking at this book.
-- Ma la chi B r a un
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